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Pinky don`t go! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

free Pattern  

from Loren Ver 

vk.com/lorens_dolls 

www.facebook.com/loren.ver 

 

https://vk.com/lorens_dolls
https://www.facebook.com/loren.ver
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Materials: 

• Pink, white and black yarn 

• a hook appropriate to the weight of the yarn 

• yarn needl 

• polyfill 

 

Abbreviations: 

R = round 

sc = single crochet 

sc1 (2,3 etc) = quantity of sc 

inc = increase (single crochet twice in the same single crochet stitch) 

inc1 (2,3 etc) = quantity of inc 

dec = decrease (single crochet 2 stitches together) 

dec1 (2,3 etc) = quantity of dec 

in FLO = crochet in the front loop only 

in BLO = crochet in the back loop only 

X = multiply, means do this sequence this many times. 

If it follow brackets () that means do the sequence inside the pattern 

the indicated times. 

sl st = slip stitch (es) 

 

All parts are knitted with a spiral way, if other is not indicated. 

Stuff your toy as you are working. 
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head-eye (worked as one 

piese)  

with Pink yarn 

R1: sc6 in a ring (6) 

R2: inc6 (12) 

R3: (inc1, sc1) x6 (18) 

R4: (inc1, sc2) x6 (24) 

R5: (inc1, sc3) x6 (30) 

R6-R8: sc1 in each sc around (30) 

R9: sc1 in each sc around in FLO 

(30)  

 

Roll up the pink detail to the round 

where you worke around in the 

front loops only. Reattach white 

yarn.  

R10: sc1 in each sc around sn BLO 

(30) 

R11: sc1 in each sc around (30) 

R12: (dec1, sc3) x6 (24) 

R13: (dec1, sc2) x6 (18) 

R14: (dec1, sc1) x6 (12) 

R15: dec6 

Fasten off. Hide the tip of the yarn. 

Pupil will sew on this site. 
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Pupil 

With black yarn 

R1: sc6 in a ring (6) 

R2: inc6 (12) 

R3: (inc1, sc1) x6 (18) 

Fasten off.  Leave a long tail for sewing. To sew the pupil to eye. 

 

 

Torso 

With pink yarn  

R1: sc6 in a ring (6) 

R2: inc6 (12) 

R3: (inc1, sc1) x6 (18) 

R4: (inc1, sc2) x6 (24) 

R5-R8: sc1 in each sc around (24) 

R9: (dec1, sc2) x6 (18) 

R10: sc1 in each sc around (18) 

R11: (dec1, sc1) x6 (12) 

Fasten off. Leave a long tail for 

sewing. To sew the head to torso. 
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Arms (make two)   

With pink yarn 

R1: sc6 in a ring (6) 

R2-R6: sc1 in each sc around (6) 

Fasten off. Leave a long tail for sewing. To sew the details to torso. 

 

Legs (make two) 

With pink yarn 

R1: sc6 in a ring (6) 

R2: (inc1, sc2) x2 (8) 

R3-R4: sc1 in each sc around (8) 

Fasten off. Leave a long tail for sewing. To sew the details to torso. 
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Ears (make two) 

With pink yarn 

R1: sc6 in a ring (6) 

R2: inc6 (12) 

R3-R4: sc1 in each sc around (12) 

R5: (dec1, sc1) x4 (8) 

R6-R12: sc1 in each sc around 

Fasten off. Leave a long tail for sewing. To sew the details to head. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations! Your Pinky is done :)  


